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JMP Connections: The Art of Utilizing Connections In Your Data (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Achieve best-in-class metrics and get more from your data with JMP


	JMP Connections is the small- and medium-sized business owner's guide to exceeding customer expectations by getting more out of your data using JMP. Uniquely bifunctional, this book is divided into two parts: the first half of the book shows you...
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Keywords in Subversive Film / Media AestheticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2015

	Keywords offers a conversational journey through the overlying terrains of politically engaged art and artistically engaged politics, combining a major statement on subversive aesthetics, a survey of radical film strategies, and a lexicon of over a thousand terms and concepts.

	
		No other book combines an ambitious...
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SONAR X2 Power!: Comprehensive GuideCengage Learning, 2013

	To stay informed about book updates and additional SONAR tips, articles, and videos sign up for the free DigiFreq music recording newsletter: digifreq.com/digifreq/ and visit the author's main website: garrigus.com.

	

	The leading reference to Cakewalk's powerful digital audio workstation, SONAR X2 POWER!...
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Design Integrations: Research and CollaborationIntellect, 2009

	
		Design Integrations calls for an innovative rethinking of design education, one that recognizes the changing modes of design and the shifting forms of user experience. The contributors urge new methods of approach that focus on interdisciplinary collaboration between the academic and business worlds. These essays, among the...
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Acrylicworks 2: Radical Breakthroughs (AcrylicWorks: The Best of Acrylic Painting)North Atlantic Books, 2015

	
		"Acrylics allow me to be fearless." --Rhonda Franks, p88

	
		A showcase of the versatility of the medium and what's being done with it today, AcrylicWorks 2 features stunning paintings from 100+ of today's top artists. Filled with radical techniques, happy accidents and endless possibilities, this...
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Moving the Eye Through 2-D Design: A Visual PrimerIntellect, 2010

	An overview of the visual arts fundamentals, Moving the Eye Through 2-D Design provides a step-by-step approach to understanding what causes us to look at a painting, photograph, or any two-dimensional media and what is needed to maintain visual interest. This volume introduces a goal-oriented method that applies aspects of line,...
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Production-Ready Microservices: Building Standardized Systems Across an Engineering OrganizationO'Reilly, 2016

	                 
	
		One of the biggest challenges for organizations that have adopted microservice architecture is the lack of architectural, operational, and organizational standardization. After splitting a monolithic application or building a microservice ecosystem from scratch, many...
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Spinning Up ServiceNow: IT Service Managers' Guide to Successful User AdoptionApress, 2017

	
		
			
				"Once in a while you come across a book you know was written from experience. Spinning Up ServiceNow  is one of those... The first part of the book should be mandatory reading for every ITSM professional regardless of the tool they work with."...
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PHP Arrays: Single, Multi-dimensional, Associative and Object Arrays in PHP 7Apress, 2016

	Gain an in-depth understanding of PHP 7 arrays. After a quick overview of PHP 7, each chapter concentrates on single, multi-dimensional, associative, and object arrays. PHP Arrays is a first of its kind book using PHP 7 that demonstrates inserting, appending, updating, and deleting array data.


	This book also covers...
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Deep Learning with Python: A Hands-on IntroductionApress, 2017

	Discover the practical aspects of implementing deep-learning solutions using the rich Python ecosystem. This book bridges the gap between the academic state-of-the-art and the industry state-of-the-practice by introducing you to deep learning frameworks such as Keras, Theano, and Caffe. The practicalities of these frameworks is often...
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Queenpins: Notorious Women Gangsters of The Modern EraSangam Books, 2011

	The cut throat world of organized crime has long been dominated by men, and such macho godfathers and kingpins as Al Capone, John Dillinger, Pablo Escobar and John Gotti have become legendary. Yet, dig deep into the annals of crime and one can find smart, ambitious and ruthless women who have cracked the glass ceiling of the underworld and...
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Going Pro with Ableton LiveCengage Learning, 2013

	Ableton Live's popular loop-based digital audio workstation has in recent years evolved into a full-fledged product that commands the respect and attention of...everyone. This streamlined manual is dedicated to professionals and advanced hobbyists in search of quick and easy answers (in the form of step-by-step instructions) to any and...
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